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to be updated
A committee of staff and students has initiated a campus-wid- e
d
move to a
system,
phasing out the current C.O.W.
Card system and eliminating
metal keys.
The Campus Card Committee,
chaired by Dean of Students Kurt
Holmes, has scheduled the implementation of the Campus One
Card Initiative to take effect in
four phases from 2004 to 2007.
Holmes explained that the initiative will have two aspects; the
existing C.O.W. Card system will
be replaced by the new system
and the services offered to students will be updated.
The first phase of the installation,
one-car-

we
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Card system

By Elizabeth M. Miller
Asst. News Editor

fits

print..

slated to begin during the summer
of 2004, will replace the existing
card server, current exterior door
access, software and card readers
on vending and sales equipment.
During this time card readers will
also be installed at doors in
Bomhuetter Hall, Stevenson Hall
and The Wooster Inn.
The second phase will focus on
program houses. At the time of
implementation,
all exterior
access will be switched from
d
access,
metal keys to
with the installation of exterior
card readers. In addition to exterior house access, all interior doors
will also have card swipes.
The remaining residential facilities will receive what Holmes
one-car-

See "Cards" page 2

Profs, bike for charity

Ujamaa p resen ts Africa Week
By Vanessa Lange
Staff Writer
This week Ujamaa presented

"The Unknown

Continent," a

celebration of the culture of Africa.
"We chose this theme because
the African Continent is normally
portrayed as a conflict-stricke- n
area, and hence, the many great
aspects found on the continent
seem to be forgotten," said
Christabel Dadzie '04, an organizer of the event.
All this week, Ujamaa has
made use of the Lowry art wall to
present the positive aspecfof the
African continent. The exhibit
displays the intellect, diversity
and wealth of Africa, and
includes information on famous
Africans, African fashion and festivals, and the continent's many
natural resources.
Africa Week kicked off this past
Saturday with a performance by
week-lon-

g

i

Lynn

an

speaks during Africa

the Dance Diaspora Ensemble
from Oberlin College.
The
ensemble combined traditional
dance from Gambia with drumming, singing and costumes. The

Week

(Photo by Caroline Hotra),

lively performance was made
complete by an appearance by
President Hales on stage, dancing
See "Africa" page 2

Trustees meet, discuss issues
By Justin L. Hart
News Editor

The Bike Program sponsored a bike race on Fri., Mar. 26.
Professors raced to raise money for the Orrville Boys and Girls
Club. Shown above, Kim Darby defeats Jose Vazquez (Photo by
Sajal Sthapit).

Kid-Freem-

From Thursday, March 25 to
Sat, March 27, The Board of
Trustees visited the College for a
formal meeting in order to discuss
issued relating to the College in
the coming year.
"The trustees came three times
a year," said Vice President of
Business and Finances Robert
Walton. "This was one of their
regularly scheduled meetings."
was
"The first meeting
Thursday evening," said Walton.
During the first part of the visit,
the board divided up into various
committees to discuss different
issues relating to the College.
"I work in the buildings and
grounds committee," Walton said.
That committee discussed the
progress on the construction of the
new residence hall, Bomhuetter
Hall, and the planned renovations

--

with student

technology

of Kauke Hall.

dealt

The next morning, a special
committee convened to talk about
investment issues. "There was ...
a joint meeting between the policy committee and finance," said
Walton. "We looked at the preliminary budget for next year." j
"On Saturday morning, we had
the full board meeting," Walton
said. "Each of the committee
chairs reports to the board."
These reports provide details each
committee's discussions to the
board at large.
Aaron Applebaum '04, president of the Student Government
Association (SGA), was also
involved in the trustee meetings. Applebaum was in charge
of the Student Relations
Committee, which he said provided "the opportunity to present student issues and concerns
to the trustees."
"We created three groups of students to make presentations,"
Applebaum said. These groups

issues, housing and the honor code.

Representing the technology
group were Katie Lytch '07 and
Alex Balloon '07. In the housing
group were Erin King '04 and Eli
Lewine '05. The honor code
group was composed of Lytch.
Robin York '06 and .Shawn
Sweeny '06.
Applebaum cited the discussion
on housing as especially helpful.
"Most of the trustees ... were
not aware of the abysmal state of
some of our dorms and small
houses," he said. "We talked
about what the Colleges makes
its priorities."
"I think, by far, this was the
most productive meeting the

Student Relations Committee
has had, at least this year,"
said Applebaum. "We are anticipating some serious changes."
Such changes may lead to what he
called "improvements in the quality of life" in terms of students'
housing facilities.

News
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Grace lectures on Campus
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English Professor Nancy Grace
gave the semester's final Faculty
at Large lecture, entitled "The
Beat Generation and the New
World Order," on Tuesday,
March 30 at 11 a.m. in Severance
Hall room 009.
Grace explained that the Beat
Generation was, "really a literary movement associated with

the

century."

mid-twentie- th

The Beats were characterized by
experimental literary styles and a
rejection of many modern values
like materialism.
n
Some of the
Beat
writers included Jack Kerouac,
Allen Ginsberg and William
Burroughs, who metin 1944 at
Columbia University.
The writers reacted differently
to the success of Beat literature.
"Kerouac was really unable to
handle the pressures of being a
cult icon,.' said Grace. He
became an alcoholic and died in
1969 at the age of 47. "Ginsberg
fared a lot better. He thrived in
the. hippie sixties," Grace said.
"He became a sort of grandfather
of the
Another major figure in the
Beat movement was Diane di
better-know-

avant-garde- ."

1

Off-camp- us

Professor Nancy Grace of the English Department delivers a lecture on
the Beat Generation (Photo by Sajal Sthapit).

By Justin L. Hart
News Editor

to go keyless

called "hotel locks" in the same
way as the program houses.
Director of Residential Life and
Housing David Brown said, "It is
fair to say that several departments
have recognized the current system is outdated. Given the needs
we foresee with future projects
and goals, we are outgrowing the
limitations of the current system."
"This is a huge gain for the
College," said Holmes.
vendors such as pizza delivery
places and Drug Mart will be able
to accept" the new cards as payment. "Students will have greater
flexibility for use and more secu

.J

V

Prima. "She's the primary female
member of the Beats," said Grace.
The literary success of di Prima
and other female writers like Anne
Waldman helped to disprove the
misconception of the Beat movement as a male phenomenon.
Grace discussed the relevance
of Beat literature to the contemporary world. "There seems to be a
shift in how the world governs
itself," she said. Contemporary
many
have
led
problems
Americans to ask what being an
American means. "This is the
exact question the Beat writers
asked," said Grace. "They constructed real answers to the questions they were asking."
Grace explained that in part,
the Beats' answer "meant facing
the new world order." Several of
the Beats were influenced by a
book called "The Decline of the
West by Oswald Spangler," a
nineteenth-centur- y
writer.
Like Spangler, the Beats did
not foresee a future of continual
progress, as Western culture had
traditionally believed. "Instead,"
said Grace, "they envisioned the
end of Western civilization."
Grace called the Beats
American" and said
that their writing "comes from
the heart."
"quin-tessential-

ly

Asst. Editor: Elizabeth M. Miller

rity to not carry cash as much,"
Holmes said.
The current provider of the
is
system
card
campus
Blackboard, the same company
that provides the course management software being tested by
select professors on campus.
"Three years ago ... they
announced that the annual support
fee would be doubling the next
year and again the year following.
The net affect would have been a
400 percent increase in three
years. At the same time we were
finding the service and even the
base software to be unacceptable," said Holmes.
The new system will allow the
college to avoid what Holmes
called "astronomical user fees."

Around
the Corner
Thursday, April

1

Jerry Springer speaks,
p.m.
7:30
Auditorium.

McGaw

Monday, April 5
Glimpse of South Asia,
Lowry Center, 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 6

Mateer

.

Film: "Earth"

7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 7

Africa Week continues

South Asia Bazaar,
p.m. Lowry Center

Africa

Thursday, April 8

ignorant about the causes of
AIDS. "It's not just about sex,"

continued from p.

1

with some of the members of
Ujamaa.
After the show, the
audience was invited back to
Lowry to partake in African cuisine and meet the members of the
dance ensemble.
On Sunday, an African craft
show was held in Lowry main
lounge. The show included
tie-dyin-

bead-makin-

g,

hair-braidin- g,

g,

African games and making
Adinkra symbols from Ghana.
led
Monday, Lynn
a discussion in Lowry Pit on
HIVAIDS. Freeman was diagnosed as HIV positive in 1996.
She is now an advocate for worldwide AIDS education and prevention. Freeman shared her story
and struggles as a person living
with AIDS.
She emphasized the importance of the support of her family
and friends, which has encouraged her to keep battling the disease. Freeman expressed her disbelief that many people are still
Kid-Freem- an

3--
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Roomates Needed!
Bedrooms: $325person

Corner of Burba nk & Cohan
Includes all utilities

Flexible Leases

Contact Scot Uvingstion

at

330-466-39-

82'

she said. "People need to think
outside the box."
At the Big Picture on Tuesday,
Ujamaa presented Amandla, a
South
African
Wednesday, the keynote speaker,
Charles Yambuga, gave a lecture
on "Information Superhighway
and the African Dilemma."
Africa Week continues today
with an African Dance Workshop
in McGaw Chapel at 5 p.m.
Tomorrow, the Cultural Display
and Fashion Show will take place
in Lowry lounge at 6:30 p.m. and
from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., Ujamaa
will be hosting an
Dance Party at the Underground.
Ujamaa wraps up the week with
their annual African Dinner in
Mackey Hall on Saturday, April 2
at 5 p.m. Tickets for this event are
$10 for adults and $5 for students.

5

Dance
Kathak
Performance, 7:30 p.m.,
Lowry Center.
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Corrections
In the Viewpoints section
last week an incorrect date was
printed in a letter from Gordon
Shull. Steven Jacobs will be
speaking in Scheide on Apr. 19
at 7:30 p.m. The author erred.
The story in the news section about the Wilson Bookstore
was written by Justin L. Hart,
not Andrew R. Waldman. An
editor erred.

Artist's Supplies

in 0 0

Student
Discount

The Voice staff strives to avoid
mistakes, but when an error
does occur, it is our policy to
admit it and promptly correct it.
To report an error for correction, call the Voice office at
330-287-259-

330-262-5-

171

Downtown UJooster

or
voicewooster.edu.

e-m- ail
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Editorials

Represents the opinion of the Voice Editorial Board

Walking signals on Beall
In an effort to make the crosswalks on the comer of Beall Avenue and
University Avenue safer, the City of Wooster installed buttons that signal
the stoplight to turn red. We suggest that they do the same one block up,
at the comers of Beall Avenue and Wayne Avenue. This is somewhat
curious that they haven't done this already because University Avenue
has a lower speed limit and generally less traffic. Wayne is more congested with a higher limit, and presumably more dangerous. Several students have nearly been hit by cars. Construction vehicles, constant
and patches of sidewalk and pavement missing only exacerbate the
problem.
The addition of Bomhuetter Hall, would add over 150 more students
to the North side of Beall, tripling the foot traffic across Wayne.
Operating walking signals at the intersection would be a step in the right
direction.
road-wor- k,

Car threats spark concerns
There is always discussion about the relationship between the student body of the College and the members of the Wooster community. Students often are heckled while walking down Beall Avenue by
passing motorists of all ages. Though these sorts of insults may be
annoying, they aren't particularly malicious. But there have been
more serious incidents near this campus that have caused some concern among students. Recently students with
parking permits from the City of Wooster have been receiving threatening messages on their cars from Wooster residents. These messages range in
severity, from simple insults to threats of action against students.
We believe that the students of this College deserve as much
respect as those community members that pay taxes in Wooster.
Students have long provided this community with a needed economic stimulation that most Ohio towns Wooster's size do not receive.
Because of this, we think it is high time for students to become a
more visible part of the Wooster community and vice versa. Lines of
communications are the only way to solve this problem.
off-camp- us
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Smokers add to diversity
To the editors,
Smoking is an issue as clarified

by the administration.
The
reformed smoking policies coming next year coupled with the latest $130,000 grant pose a huge
threat to smokers at this institution. Smoking has moved from
rooms to hallways, and soon stairwells are going to be considered
an illegal place to smoke. These
actions have the potential to eliminate a key demographic of the
Wooster population, continuing to
limit our diversity. With the
decrease of International students,
Blacks and Latinos on this campus, smokers are a crucial component not to be lost and instead
should be nurtured. These coming
infractions are a resort to
looking to conform
neo-McCarthy-

ism

the College into one single body

of nonsmokers at all costs.
behavior of
The
smoking itself is something that
must not be overlooked. The
bewilderment of shortening someone's life through smoking is
something I felt growing up, but
that was before I started smoking.
The relief received through sucking down smooth sticks of tobacco to me cannot be eclipsed. The
College of Wooster's restriction
as to where I can smoke infringes
on my rights.
I wish to suggest that in protest
reformed
to these
policies we have a College of
Smoke
Wooster Smoke-a-thoFreely Against Smoke Free. With
the year quickly approaching, I
suggest the date April 19, one
self-destructi-

up-and-com-

ve

ing

n,

month before the birthday of star
ambassador to smoking Marlboro
Man David McLean. This right to
smoke must be defended for the
future of the smokers, who soon
may not be allowed to pass
through the Kauke arch puffing
away. Smoking is something to
enjoy and appreciate, not to limit
and lambaste. Only we smokers
fully appreciate the malicious
attack these reforms produce
against our lifestyles. It is a basic
freedom to light up anywhere and
anytime. I am enjoying my life
more and more, one cigarette at a
time and will continue to do so. I
wish to impart the same destiny
onto my fellow smokers. And
with that, the stairwell beckons.
Adam Yack '04

Bush threatening democracy
To the editors,
We believe the central issue in
the 2004 election is the protection
of DEMOCRACY. Without the
firm rudder of democracy, we lack
direction and authority in attempting to resolve any single problem.
We cannot remember a president who has talked more about
democracy and freedom yet done
more to subvert both. Entrusted
with the stewardship of democracy, the Bush administration,
through actions overt and subtle,
has weakened the historic foundations of our democratic nation.
The overt actions of the Bush
administration that are harmful to
democracy include the blunt new
rules prompted by terrorism or
authorized by the "USA Patriot
Act." Citizens and aliens may
now be arrested and held in secret
for indefinite periods without formal charges and without access to
counsel. Homes and apartments
may now be searched and property taken without prior notification.
Libraries and bookstores may
now be required to reveal the tides
requested by specific patrons.
Increasingly since September
11, 2001, the Bush administration
has also harmed democracy in
more subtle ways by taking

advantage of its inherent fragility
A healthy
and vulnerability.
democracy rests on honest and
open exchange, on the necessity
of cooperation and compromise,
and on the assumption that all
constituencies count and should
be fairly served. These expectations often have not been honored
in practice by this administration.
A democratic presidency would
be more honest. Before the 2000
election President Bush told us he
did not believe in
Recent evidence, however, '
points to his early intention of
deposing Saddam Hussein. The
Bush administration often uses
words which obscure, rather than
reveal, as in the "Healthy Forest
Initiative," which allows logging
at the expense of the environment
and the "Clear Skies Initiative,"
which repeals laws that worked to
make our air cleaner. The negative human and environmental
impacts of these measures are
camouflaged by their misleading
tides. Deception, though politically expedient, weakens the
foundations of democracy.
A democratic presidency would
be less secretive. Why should we
not know the content of meetings
between Vice President Cheney
"nation-building- ."

and representatives of energy
companies when our nation's
energy policy was being drafted?
Why did the Bush administration
the investigation
resist
of
September 11?
A democratic presidency would
demonstrate greater respect for
contrary views. Democracy presupposes the imperative of cooperation and the eventuality of
compromise. Sadly, this president demonizes. critics and belittles their reasoning. Those who
disagreed with him at home have
been cast as unpatriotic, and
unsupportive scientific data has
been manipulated or discredited.
A

democratic

presidency

would attempt to be more fair.
The tax cuts of this administration have been"designed to benefit those with the highest
incomes, allocating only a token
for those in genuine need.
Meanwhile,
the
Children's
Hunger Alliance recently reported that nearly 1.2 million
Ohioans are hungry or live in
households that struggle each
month to find money for food.

Doug Palmer
President, College Democrats

Features,
Editors: Chaz Fischer
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Explore South Asia next week
Exhibit features
1890s bookmaking
By Chaz Fischer
Features Editor

process of bookmaking, in which
texts are slowly transformed
from hundreds of diffuse papers
into finished products particular
in their size, shape and texture,
and unique in their beauty.

By Danny George
Chief Staff Writer

In the late 1890s, Elbert
Hubbard, a soap salesman from
Buffalo, quit his company and set
The exhibit was pooled togethoff on a walking tour of England.
There, he was bowled over by the
er by Special
Collections
Arts and Crafts movement gripLibrarian Denise Monbarren to
ping Britain at the time and
represent "a small sampling" of
became enchanted by the process
the College's literary artifacts
from the early 20th century.
of bookmaking.
Upon his return to America,
"Prior to the Arts and Crafts
Hubbard founded the Roycroft
movement at the turn of the cenCommunity in East Aurora, New
tury, books in the United States
York
a small enclave of artitended to be pretty uneventful,"
sans devoted to carpentry, coppersaid Monbarren.
stained-glas-work,
pottery
"This exhibit shows how the
and the book arts. One of the
artists thought that everyday life
group's members, Dard Hunter,
didn't have to be boring; that it
shared Hubbard's interest in could be beautiful and that a book
papermaking and printing techcould be art."
niques and devoted his life to the
Adding another layer of
study of bookmaking.
intrigue to the exhibit is Hunter's
For the next two months, sampersonal connections to the
ples of both men's handiwork will
College. A friend of the Compton
be on display in the Special
family before his death in 1966,
Collections section of Andrews
Hunter was awarded an honorary
Library as part of an exhibit entidegree from Wooster in 1947,
tled: "The American Arts and
which still hangs on the wall of
Crafts Movement: Elbert Hubbard,
his Chillicothe, Ohio residence
Dard Hunter and the Roycrofters."
that served as the location of his
e
The
display provides
Mountain House Press for severan overview of Hunter's research,
al years.
examples of his antique book
The exhibit will be in display
designs and publications related
until May 10 in Special
to the history of papermaking and
Collections. Viewing hours are
printing techniques.
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.
Though small, the exhibit proto fPp.m.
vides a window into a time before
Those interested in learning
the advent of huge corporate
more about the collection are
printing presses, when books were
encouraged to contact . Denise
made by hand with great delicacy
Monbarren at ext. 2527 or Elaine
and artistry.
Smith Snyder at ext. 2155.
Peering at the early 20th cenSpecial arrangements can be
tury relics assembled in the
made for classes or small groups
invites one to marvel at
to view the exhibit
s,

two-cas-

col-lecti- on

South Asia week begins next
week on April 5. The event is a
celebration of the cultures that
make up South Asia. It is also
meant to bring together the South

Asian community on campus,

&

At the College,

LOCATED

AT

Asian cultural shows, which
involve activities such as singing,
dancing and educational forums.
"We are very excited about the
number of events that we have
planned for South Asia week
this year. I have confidence it
will go very well," said Nithya
Venkataraman '04, the
co-presid-

of

the

ent

South

Asia

Committee. "It is our wish to
educate students of the cultures
that make up South Asia."
The week will ' begin on
Monday, April 5 at 7:30 p.m. in
Lowry Center with "Glimpses of
South Asia," a multimedia pres-

entation

about South Asia's

dancer from last year's South Asia Week performs a classical
Thailand dance for the student body. South Asia Week kicks off on April
5 and will provide many activities for students on campus. (File Photo
by Sajal Sthapit).
A

Harris, who is also the advisor for
the South Asia group on campus.
New to South Asia week this
year, however, is an event
Wednesday, April 7 that will
transform Lowry Center into a
typical South Asian Bazaar.
Anshuman Bagaria '06, a

diverse cultures.
The next event will be the
screening of the 1998 film publicist for the South Asia
"Earth" on Tuesday, Apr. 6 at . board, said that this is one of the
7:30 p.m. in Mateer Hall. The
new events that the South Asia
film depicts the growing tensions
group is most excited about
between Muslims and Hindus
"It's going to be very realistic,
when India and Pakistan separatlike walking into South Asia.
ed in 1947 following independThere will be things being sold,
ence from Great Britain.
there might be a marriage
On ThursdayApril 8 at 7:30
and possibly a thief
p.m. in Lowry Center, the campus
being chased around Lowry by
will be treated to a troupe of claspolice," said Anshuman Bagaria.
sical Indian dancers. The event
"We've had something like
arranged by Professor Ishwar this for International week, but
re-enactm-
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approximately 48 students from
South Asia or that have South
Asian heritage. Many of these
students participate in the South
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not for South Asia week," he
added. "International week was
more general. This focuses on a
few countries. People who come
will get a better idea of what living in South Asia would be like."
On Friday, April 9 at 7:30 p.m.
in Lowry Center, there will be a
musical celebration with a con-

cert featuring popular music
from South Asia. Following this

event at 10 p.m. will be a South
Asia dance party at the
Underground, which will feature

the newest South Asian and
American fusion music, along
with free food.
On Saturday April 10, students
will display traditional South
Asian fashion at the Culutral
Extravaganza fashion show at
7:30 p.m. in Lowry Center.
The weeklong celebration will
end with the incredibly popular
India Dinner at Mackey Hall on
Sunday, Apr. 11 at 5 p.m. and
6:30 p.m. The Wooster Indian
community will host this event,
cooking traditional Indian food
for students to enjoy.
Tickets for this event are $6
and will be sold in advance at
Lowry during South Asia week.

Arts and Entertainment
,
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Editors: Kara Barney

Elizabeth Weiss

Filmmaker Juan Luis Bunuel speaks at Wooster
By Danny George
Chief Staff Writer

The son of the noted Spanish
surrealist Luis Bunuel, who
directed such films as "U Age

A few weeks ago, the noted
filmmaker, actor and artist Juan
Luis Bunuel called Professor

d'or" (The Golden
Age),
"Los
(The
Olvidados"
Young and the
Damned),
"Le
charme . discret de
bourgeoisie"
la
(The
Discreet
Charm
of the
Bourgeoisie), and
"Belle de jour"
(Girl of the Day),
Bunuel will present
"Films in
Exile:

Carolyn Durham to relay a
rather disconcerting nightmare
he'd had about visiting the
College of Wooster.
In the dream, Bunuel stood
before a large, restive crowd of
Wooster students, who regarded
him with vacant stares and baffled
expressions whenever he tried to
talk about his European homeland. It was almost as if the students didn't know Europe existed
at all! After listening to the nightmare scenario, Durham attempted
to allay Bunuel's anxiety.
"I assured him that he had noththat he
ing to worry about
could expect a bit more from
Wooster students," said a laughing Durham, who noted that,
despite his apprehensions, Bunuel
is a highly engaging speaker
known for his entertaining anecdotes and biting wit

Paris-Madrid-N-

as the campus cultural committee
and PRESCO.
Juan Bunuel was born in Paris

in English Literature from Oberlin
College in 1957. He has directed
several feature films, including
"The Woman with
Red Boots," starCatherine
ring
D e n e u v e ;
"Rendez-vou- s

Joyful
a
with
Death,"
with
Gerard Depardieu
and several other

documentaries,
and
specials for French
His
television.
credits
acting
include .a role in
Philip Kauffman's
"Henry and June."
of
Much
work
Bunuel's
reflects the heavy
mini-seri-

ew

York-Hol- ly

wood-Mexico-

'A '

,"

es

a free
public lecture at
the College on Juan Luis Bunuel, artist, actor, filmmaker, will be speaking
influMonday, April 12 at the College on Monday, April 12. Bunuel is the son of surrealist
was
he
ence
at 7:30 p.m. in Spanish surrealist Luis Bunuel (Photo Courtesy of OPI).
exposed to in his
Lecture
Lean
Durham
youth.
Room. The event
described his films as "funny,
in 1934 and grew up in New York,
is being organized by the
playful and dreamlike, and very
Hollywood and Mexico City
Comparative Literature, French,
His
irritating to the middle class."
degree
B.A.
before receiving
and Spanish departments, as well

"He comes out of the period
between the two world wars,
when artists were in revolt against
middle-clas- s
values, logic, order,
Cartesian Rationality, and he and
others were strongly influenced
by Freud," she said. As such,
much like the
Bunuel's movies
tend to be vertigartist himself
inous, complex, unpredictable and
politically-charge-

d.

Aside from his prolific filmmaking career, Bunuel has also
established himself as a sculptor.
He works in bronze, brass and
copper wire and has had exhibitions in Mexico City, Madrid, New
York City, San Francisco, Paris
and Barcelona as well as graphic
art expositions in Los Angeles,
San Francisco and the Cleveland
Museum of Modem Art.
Prior to the artist's visit, a
Bunuel Film Festival, featuring
films by both father and son,
will be held on Wednesday,
April 7, and ThursdayApril 8 in
both film
Mateer Auditorium
showings are free and open to
the public.

Freestyle Contest to be held at the Underground
By Elizabeth Weiss
A&E Editor
This Saturday night, Wooster
students will have the opportunity
to flex their intellectual and creative muscles in the College of
Wooster's ultimate test of talent,
skill and mental agility: the annual Freestyle Contest.
According to contest organizer
Joel Servillo '05, freestyling
began with performances by New
York City D.J.s who were promoted by M.C.s. Later, according to
Servillo, the M.C. "began talking
about himself."
"It became clear that the M.C.
was also a large part of this music
revolution," said Servillo.
The M.C. was freestyling,
which means "coming up with
rhymes off the top of your head
over an instrumental beat," said
Servillo.
Freestyling has made its way

from city parks to rural Ohio.
"There are a number of people on
campus who do it on a relatively
regular basis," said Servillo.
But freestyle is a demanding
activity, and practice is essential.
According to Servillo, most people who do freestyle start by writing rhymes for other artists' work
and "mimicking what other artists
The Freestyle
are saying."
Contest provides people who
have developed these skills a
chance to show them off."
This year's Freestyle Contest,
and
by Servillo
organized
Lawrence Raysor '05 follows last
year's inagural contest, which
was organized by Servillo and
Brian Sites '03, who was
Servillo's roommate at the time.
According to Servillo, he and
Sites thought they could "key
into" a sudden explosion of public
interest in freestyle.
"'8 Mile' had just come out.

and everyone was really excited
about the freestyling in that," said
Servillo. This atmosphere of public interest made promoting the
contest easy.
At the same time as Sites and
Servillo were planning their contest, another student, Ryan Matura
'06. was also interested in bringing freestyle to the College.
Matura, Sites and
Through
Servillo were able to get SAB
(now WAC) funding, and the
Freestyle Contest became a reality.
This year's contest is sponsored
by the Science and Humanities
by
Program and B.S.A.
Servillo and Raysor, the contest is
conducted as a single elimination
tournament, in which bracketed
contestants go head to head in
rounds, eventually narrowing the pool to two contestants
to compete for the championship.
Contestants will be backed by a
D.J. and various "instrumental
Co-host- ed

45-seco-

nd

p
tracks," said Servillo.
At this point, eight Wooster students are entered to compete for
the $50 prize, but as many as 16
total contestants may be participating in the contest, including
some making the trek to Wooster
from other schools, including
Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Oberlin.
In each match, the winner will
be determined by a system weighing crowd response and the opinions of a five judge panel. The
panel will not be revealed until
Saturday nifht at the contest.
Contestants will be judged on
several criteria.
"You're looking for a contestant
who is good at thinking on. their
feet and doesn't repeat themselves," said Servillo. "A big factor in a good freestyle is being
able to be witty."
Contestants trying to be witty
often resort to insulting their
opponents, which can be risky.
hip-ho-

"If you don't do it well, you look
bad," said Servillo. "If you stutter, if you lose track of what
you're saying, it looks horrible,"
he added.

Raysor "will be doing at least
one special guest performance
between contestants.
The Freestyle Contest will take
place this Saturday. April 3 in the
Underground. It is tentatively
scheduled for 9 p.m. Admission is
:
75 cents.
-
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Editors: David Murray

Molly Rallo

Baseball takes three out offour against Hiram
By Jenny Eklund
Staff Writer
The Scot baseball team took
three of the four games they
played this weekend as they
faced Hiram College in double-headeon both Saturday and
Sunday. Wooster split Saturday's
games with the Terriers, winning
the First game 1 but losing the
second in a 0 shutout. But
as
Hiram's luck was short-live- d
the Scots took both games on
Sunday with lopsided scores of
13-- 5
and
The Scots scored all five of
their runs in the sixth inning of
Saturday's game one. Luke
Ullman '04 got the Scots on the
scoreboard with a leadoff solo
home run, his third of the season.
Matt Miller '04 reached first
base on an error and took advantage of the flustered Hiram
infield by stealing second.
Jake Frank '05 then doubled to
bring in Miller, and cleanup hitter Kurt Kapferer '06 pounded
his third homer of the season to
give the Scots a 1 lead. Later
in the inning, Brandon Boesiger
'07 added one more run with a
rs

son as he held Hiram to one run
off five hits in
pitching his first
complete game.

this season.

Lucas '04 brought in a run each
on RBI s'ingles in that inning.
The Scot bats were quiet in the
third, while Hiram scored twice,
but Lucas brought in two runs on
another RBI single in the fourth.
He scored later
thanks to another
Hiram error, putting the Scots
ahead 10-Wooster continued to take
2.

of
advantage
Hiram's mistakes

second. Hiram's
tough pitching

9-- 2.

in the fifth inning
as Frank, Justin

put a stop to the
team's hitting and

'04,

Alaburda

and Lucas each
scored to cap off
the Scot's run
total at 13.. Jon

snapped
also
Frank's
24-ga- me

hitting streak, the
second-longein
Scots catcher, Mark Lucas '04, went 7 in the second
Wooster history.
(Photo by Pamela Miller).
Sampson against Hiram
Walt
'06 took the loss
Matt Miller, Frank, and
for the Scots as he allowed two
Kapferer all got on base in the
runs on five hits, gave up one
first inning and the Scots scored
walk and hit one batter.
four runs in that inning.
The Scots quickly recovered
Wooster added three more in the
their offensive stride on Sunday,
second with the help of two
scoring a total of 22 runs in the
Hiram errors. Frank and Marc
day compared to Saturday's five
st

5--

,

inning

that

sparks the Scots
showed in the
first game were
smothered in the

6--

4--

runs. Ullman clobbered yet
another home run in the first
inning to push his season total
to four; he is now tied for the
team lead in homers with Frank

Unfortunately,
offensive
the

5--

--

sacrifice fly to score Dean
Palombaro '07, who was brought
in as a pinch runner for Rob
Romick '06. Brian Miller '06
earned his third win of the sea-

doubleheader

'06
Oliver
impres-"
pitched
sively for the

Scots, throwing five innings and
allowing eight hits and five runs,
only one of which was earned,
without walking a batter as he
improved to
The second game was more of
the same for Wooster; Evan
3-- 0.

Agona '04 got the offense going
single in the secwith a one-oond inning; the Scots scored five
runs in that inning thanks to several Hiram errors and two stolen
bases by Ullman and Miller.
Mike Barone '06 scored on a
Boesiger single to add another
run in the fifth, and Wooster
added three more runs in the
sixth, thanks to an R3I single by
homer by
Frank and a two-ru- n
up.
game
the
Romick to lock
shut
Alaburda
mound,
On the
he
as
offense
down Hiram's
He
to
his
record
improved
allowed just two hits and one
ut

2-- 1.

walk

out

struck

and

four

Terriers in pitching six scoreless
innings.
The Scots faced tough rival
John Carroll University in a
road game on Wednesday, Mar
31 and will play a doubleheader
at Wittenberg University on

Saturday afternoon.
Meanwhile, the Scot's success
saw them jump from being
ranked number 10 up to number
seven in' the country in this
Baseball
American
week's
Coaches' Association NCAA
Division III Top-2- 5 Poll.

Track and field led by Berner's victorious vault
By Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster track
team hosted its first meet of the
last
season
outdoor
young
Saturday, with both the men and
women finishing 7th out of 13
teams.
"I think the team did a great
job for our first outdoor meet. It
is hard to jump right into the outdoor season after spring break
because we did not have much of
an indoor season. It feels good to
be outdoors and to actually be
able to practice on a track," commented Jill Berner '06.
The meet was highlighted by
Bemer's first place finish in the pole
vault, as she set a new stadium
record with a vault of 10'4". Also
placing in the pole vault was Kate
Legg '06, as she placed fifth over

all. Also, scoring points for the Scots
were Heather Reed '05 and Laura
Bamhart '06. Reed placed sixth in
both the 100 and 400 meter hur- -

r
Runners stretch before a big race
(Photo by Pamela Miller).
dies, while Bamhart competed in
the 400 meter, also placing sixth.
The men's team was lead by
Keith Vance '04 in the shot put

He earned a second place finish
with a throw of 45'212". Vance
was followed closely by teammate
Rick Dnishal '07 who finished
third after turning in a throw of
44'712". Drushal also turned in a
third place finish in the discuss.
Chris Taft '06 and Patrick
Wynne '04 who competed in the
1500 and 3000 meter races respectively, both placed. Taft earned a
fifth place finish while Wynne finished sixth. Placing third and
fourth in the 1 10 meter hurdles and
the javelin were Robert Kelm '07
and Mark Bryson '06, respectively.
Scots travel to Ohio State to
compete in the Ohio State Relays.
"This coming weekend, I think
the team will do pretty well
against the DI competition, it is
not something we are used to, but
it is nice to be able to compete at
a higher level," said Berner.

GENERAL NUTRITION CENTER
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SGA regime change gives power to left
r

By Christopher 'CB' Beck
God's One Chosen Editor
On Tuesday, March 30, Aaron
Applebaum 04, President of the
Student Government Association
was overthrown in a bloody
rebellion incited by Erin King
'04, leader of the Social
Democratic Party.
The coup lasted for 30 minutes,
and resulted in several deaths
including that of Applebaum, who
was devoured by the rebels after
the battle.
Campus Security responded to
the incident approximately 45
minutes after fighting had stopped
and the crowd had dispersed. No
alcohol tickets were given.
This rebellion occurred after
months of violent protest on cam- -

,.1

I

recent efforts to initiate a nuclear
weapons program.
Despite the problems with public opinion, the ousting of
Applebaum had only partial support in the SGA.
The ruling Popular Party, the
moderate Federation of Apathetic
Theologians as well as the center-rigUnion of
Resume-buffewere all opposed
to the rebellion.
"Such brutes! I'm half inclined
to slap them smartly about the
face," said Jethro O'Riely '05,
leader of the UOPRB.
There was also concern about
the merits of the rebellion.
"Whatever, you know what, SGA
doesn't matter enough to overthrow anyone" said Murphy
Miller '04, spiritual leader of FAT.
"What a buzzkill."
A coalition government of the
ht
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Rebel leader Erin King '04 stands above tfij slain president Aaron
Applebaum '04 (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
pus by students, faculty and bored
townies. The Applebaum administration was heavily criticized for

the lack of social programs on
campus, the confusion with the
funding guidelines and SGA's

Social Democrats, Communists
Vegetarian
National
and
Fundamentalists formally took
,
power on Thursday, April
pledging to revise the role of
SGA. "No longer will SGA be an
agent of capitalist injustice," said
Jon 'the don Palmer '07, member
of the new communist majority.
The new coalition plans to put
students on all committees on campus, serve beer in the libraries,
place The Wooster Voice under
SGA control and form a workers
union of college employees.
According to the coalition,
there will likely be sew constitution written within the next
week outlining the new government's goals.
"We will include input from all
parties when drafting the constitution," said Marylin Cramer '04,
socialist and avid golfer.
1

Drink not until Reds form campus club
you tie the knot
By Jeremy Ho-H-z
El Rojo Grande

By Liiiiizzzzz Miiilllaarrr
Spiky-Haire- d
Thug
campaign,
A campus-wid- e
sponsored by the Chemical-Fre- e
Program's newest members, is
getting students to sign a pledge to
abstain from alcohol until marriage. Entitled "ABSTINENCE
it for
Save
ABSOLUTLY:
Marriage," the campaign sponsored by the newly created Alpha
Sigma Sigma section and Theta
Iota Theta club has been using
many angles to approach students
about the seriousness of the issue.
"Why not wait until you're with
that special someone to experience your first drink? When
you're truly committed, it will

carry more meaning," said Alpha
Sig President Jose Cuervo.
The campaign includes campusparties in the Theta Iota
-wide
Theta section of Bissman Hall
where "Virgin Natty Light" is
served provided students sign the
pledge of abstention from drinking until marriage at the door.
Theta Iota President Janey
Puritan said, "Substance abuse
awareness education is to blame
for the rise in drinking on college
campuses," quoting a recent statistic from the National Inquirer,
"If people are aware that by drinking you can get pregnant and even
they won't think twice
worse
about "playing it safe" and just
having one or two drinks a night.

1
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See "Crumk" page 2

to entertain and relieve
boredem, we have printed for your reading pleasure the latest editions ofj
The Wooster Vice. All of the articles contained in The Vice are completely tictionaJ
and intended for enterainment purposes only and are meant to be parodies. For
The Wooster Voice please see other side.
Hiza S. Cramer and Pamela J. Miller, Editors in Chief

April's Fools Disclaimer: As a reward for our staff and

post-I.- S.

Wednesday, March 3 was the
first meeting of Bred Red, a new
student-ru- n
organization on
campus designed to promote1
awareness and equal treatment
of red haired individuals.
"Recent studies have shown
that there may be as many as 45
students on campus at
The College of Wooster. This represents more students than those
who identify themselves as Asian
and Pacific Islander," said Jeremy
founder and president
J.
of Bred Red.
Bred Red, a new student-ru- n
is
on campus,
organization
designed to promote awareness
and equal treatment of this
minority. Says
and president Jeremy
Hohertz, "This campus has, for far
too long, ignored the concerns
students. Not
facing
has
been
done
enough
to ensure
co-foun-

red-hair-

ed

ed

der

i

A

In an isolated act of violence, a group of red heads react to being called
"a patch of carrots" (Photo by Your Mom).
stuthe protection of
dents' rights, nor to provide an
environment in which my fellow
students can walk
about unashamedly, proud to be
who they are."
The formation of Bred Red
stemmed from a conversation
between
Hohertz and
Cameron MacLeod. The two rec
red-hair-

red-hair-

ed

co-found-

ed

ognized the need for a
network that could serve as a safe
zone for students facing discrimination. MacLeod, who asked not
to be quoted, said that redheads
were too often the subject of negHe said he
ative stereotypes.
often gets angry when fellow stu- red-hair-

ers

See "Red" page 2
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College activists end Iraq war
Sir Andrew Waldman, esq.
Tsar of The Voice
The College of Wooster recently made national headlines after
Bush
cited the
.President
College's "Wage Peace" campaign as a vital reason for the
March 29 decision to pull troops
out of Iraq, said advisor Karl
Rove Wednesday.
Rove said a contact made
through the College Republicans
revealed that College activists had
been distributing white patches
with phrases such as "Wage
Peace" or "Soup, not Bombs."
"When we heard about those
patches," said Rove, "we just
couldn't ignore them. They really
got their message across simply
and accurately. They may appear
just to be a passive, ineffective litbut
tle pieces of cut up
they are actually enormously sucfrom
the
cessful
outcries
t-sh-

irts,

long as I don't have to do anything else, III
wear the patch."
- Student Activists
"As

American public."
Campus activists Rae Sanders
'05 and Timothy Raubenolt '07
were instrumental in designing
and distributing the torn up cloth
to students around the school.
"We just thought one day,
'what can we do to stop this
war,'" said Sanders, who has
been dedicated to the serious
cause of veganism and
since she left her dusty,
conservative Texas home for
student.
Wooster as a first-ye"Obviously, we couldn't like start
a protest or pursue large scale
action by some other means, so
we just said, 'let's cut up cloth
and write 'wage peace' on them
and see what happens.'"
After the initial meeting of
Sanders and Raubenolt that pro
anti-militari- sm

ar

duced the patch idea, the two
made some patches and handed
them out to droves of
students on campus.
"We got a lot of response," said
Raubenolt. "Most people were
asking if they actually had to do
something besides wear the patches. When we told them they didn't, most said, 'Eh, what the heck.
As long as I don't have to do anything else, I'll wear the patch.'"
The result was more than
expected, according to Sanders.
"We never got results from our
trips to the SOA protest," she said,
referring to the extremely ineffective protest that has taken place at
Fort Benning, Georgia, for the last
dozen or so years.
The protest, which originally
spoke out against a training pro
half-interest- ed

gram run by the Army, has turned
activist orgy
into a
consisting of futile attempts "to
cross the line in the name of
peace." Raubenolt could not
explain the meaning of this phrase.
The success of the patches has
marked the end to a long, fruitless
fight for
passive
protest on the campus. The SOA
marks just one of the failures, and
many since the end of the Vietnam
Conflict could be cited, but the list
is innumerably long.
Rove said that the difference
with the patches is their creativity.
"I mean, these kids took white
scraps of cloth, a traditional symbol of surrender, and wrote 'wage
peace' on it," said Rove, "It made
so much sense to us. When I told
the President, he was blown away.
We originally considered the student protest movement a middle
class socialites with no desire to
make any measurable difference. I
guess we were wrong."
non-viole-

nt

non-viole-

nt,

Reds take control Don't get crunk
Reds

being ignored!"
students
Open to all
on campus, Bred Red is also welcoming of students sympathetic to
cause. "We are
the
proud of who we are," intones one
anonymous member. "We want to
show the campus that we are not
ashamed of our hair color, and not
ashamed about anything."
Bred Red hopes to sponsor several events in the near future,
including an amateur night, "Bred
Red at the Apollo," and a concert
by Rich and Auburn,
the
activist duo.
renowned
The group plans to invite motivational speaker Carrot Top to be a
part of the "Redheads in Society"
lecture series.
Bred Red holds meetings every
Wednesday night, from 8 to 9:30
p.m., in the student publications
office in Lowry. The group is
funded by the private donations of
members and a substantial grant
from the barbershop in nearby
Seville, Ohio.
red-hair-

continued from p.
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red-hair-

dents ridicule him about his short
temper. Other members have
admitted to withdrawing into
poetry when classmates mention
their "weird, creative habits."
The group's constitution, the
"Bill of Red Rights,"
commissioned by Bred Red
from SGA officers, outlines specific problems faced by
students.
The constitution raises academic and social concerns, such as the
d
Studies
lack of a
department and the low numbers
stuof photographs of
dents released by the Office of
Public Information.
Bred Red insists that hair color
bias is "prevalent on a campus
where little attention is paid to
hair color ... it's as if we don't
exist at all, and we are tired of
so-call- ed

red-hair- ed

Red-haire-

red-hair-

ed

ed

red-hair-

ed

ed

until marriage

Crunk p.

continued from

ty and sorority, even those who
are legally e
are encouraged
to save drinking until marriage.
The effectiveness of this campaign will be measured in the next
Substance Abuse
campus-wid- e
Awareness Survey,
to which an
estimated 200 students are expected
to respond. Statistics will be made
available in every dorm and all over
bulletin boards in Lowry Center.
of-ag-

1

Abstinence is the only option."
The Wooster Caffeine and
Other Drug Prevention Specialist
said, "I think the presence of the
Alpha Sigs and Theta Iotas- in
Bissman will set the right example
for students thinking of tempting
fate. One drink is all it takes to
ruin your life."
The two groups join CARDED
in becoming chemical-fre- e
living
options for College students.
Holly Lush '04 said, "I just
think it is going to encourage
more people to get married. That
way they get to experience the
best of both worlds. I mean, if I
had to come back next year, that's
what I would do."
To the presidents of the fraterni
-

Attention Students!
Try Voice Beer
Voice Beer is imported from The
Voice Office in Lowry Center in
Wooster, Ohio. You'll enjoy a

unique brew that goes down
easy. Available to all students at
15 off.
Contact:

Voicebrewwooster.edu

Mmmiiilllaaarrr
WALDMAN'S
DEATH BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
DEATH TO THE AROUND
THE CORNER BOX
David Drake announces the
release of his newest blog,
"I'm so sincerr." Visit

http:crankcrunk.blogspot.co
m on April 2 for the full
sion.

ver-

Gayvid Powell and Ben
Mitchell are pleased to
announce their engagement,
the two will be married May
5 in Toronto, Canada.

News Briefs
Drugs found in house
On Wednesday April 1 , Security
received a call from their own
office reporting a light on in Scot
Cottage. Upon responding to the
call, the officers found 25 pounds
of marijuana, in the form of hemp
necklaces. The necklaces where
taken from the residents and visitors who were listening to some
.Bitch and Animal at the time.
"This is a total outrage," said
Wuan Yuanifinger '04. "There is
no place for Texas justice on this
campus." Safety and Security estimated the worth of the necklaces
at $160,000.

Opinions we pass off as fact
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Erik W; Shilling

Editors: Matthew Foulds

What wing Voice? Website libido saggin' low

To the editors,
I just showed a
newspaper to my
ter, and he said it
and

To the editors,

CommunistJewishMexicanH
omosexual agenda, some people might just forget that! I
guess this really is a LIBERAL
arts college after all. Well, me
and my eyes are taking our
newspaper business elsewhere.
Leroy Roosevelt '05
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they actually seemed to be enjoying
themselves.
Now come on
Wooster, do you expect us to
believe that Wooster students actually take the time to give the Voice
a close read; I mean, granted it
occurs, but only in preparation for
alerting us through angry mail that
we put too many spaces between a
period and the start of the next sentence, or that such mistakes show
our "unprofessionalism" and that
we are nothing but shameless and
touchy liberals. Other pictures
include a group of students and a
professor engaging in a leisurely
afternoon conversation. Now come
on, when has anybody actually
encountered a scene such as this at
any point in their College career.
And please, I beg you, if you have,
don't be offended by my lack of
belief in an 8 o'clock ABC Sunday
Evening College existence. Erik
Shilling Smells Like Trees.
So, Caddy Caddy, in the spirit
of being a complainer who actually provides solutions, I have come
up with a series of new pictures
that we could take. To show that I
truly care, I have even provided
captions for them. The first new
picture that we could put on the
site would be one of 5 students
huddled around a single smoker's
outpost in the middle of the quad,
10-1-

:

one of the few places meeting the
standards for .our new smoking
ban. The caption could read,
"Smokers are treated like the
that they are at the College
of Wooster." Another picture could
show a student with a form and a
confused look on their face. The
caption would then read, "Another
student shows her support for
SGA's ability to make every student aware of their delegates and
all of SGA's decisions." A companion picture to that could even show
a smoke-fille- d
room and a secret
SGA meeting. A third and final
suggestion I have for website picg
tures could be one of a parent
a $33,000 check while their
ungrateful child complains about
the color of their new SUV. The
caption could read: "Hurry up and
sign the damn check, send your
child here and our security force
will whip them into shape."
As a college that is moving into
Century I think it
the twenty-firis up to Wooster to keep the photos on their Website as interesting
as possible.
:

half-huma-

W

J

newspaper.
You're
this
unprofressionalisticness comes

CE

The Bikers: Kara "The Knife" Barney

To the staff,
We are writing because we are
very concerned about the state of

--

ElizabeuY'Brass Knuckles" Weiss
Bullshitters: David "Where Am I?" Murray
Molly "I'm With Stupid" Rallo
"Artists: Mr. Colin Farnzee
Caroline "Hot R.A." Hotra
The Scribbler: Will "Sideshow Bob" Torres
Tech Gurus: Nancy "The Invisible" Dujmovic
Andy "Digby" Whitmer
Hardcore Frat Boy: Ronny "Hottie" Ewanck
Money Maker: Erin "The Normal One" Plant
Denotes member of TWV Vice Squad

through like a donkey eating a
waffle. You print factual information that some people find
offensive. How dare you print
the truth! And then you have the
nerve to print opinions in the
Viewpoints section, of all things!
And everyone knows that any
letter' or column printed in
Viewpoints represents the entire
Editorial Board, despite the
disclaimer" which states :
"Opinions expressed herein are
not necessarily those of the
entire student body, faculty, college administration or Voice
staff." All of your articles are lib
"so-call- ed

erally slanted. The rest of your
articles are conservative.
No Voice writer is an expert on
their particular subject, and these
inept writers are clearly printing
lies, although we have no proof
of this. In addition, you never
proofread anything and furthermore you can't speel.
You represent all campus
events with sensationalization-isas well as ignoring the

m

needs of students, staff, faculadministration, animals,
vegetables and minerals. You
needlessly harass the poor
overworked I. T. staff, professors, administrators, Security,
Housing, Keys and Ids and
your fellow students, including
Student Government, Greeks,
WAC, and all other student
ty,

ns

sign-lin-

st

Matt Foulds is the Viewpoints
editor and a staunch smoker.
His mutton chops are ridiculous
and he would like to challenge
Dave Brown to a game of Super
Smash Bros.

Voice editors just can't speel

Dictators
Eliza S. Cramer and Pamela J. Miller
Death Box Editor: Andrew "Rockist" Waldman.
Quote Board Editor: Sarah "YrMom" Core
BeaUe: Daniel "I Love Football" George
Redhead: Jeremy "Bred Red" Hohertz
Socialists: Christopher "CB" Beck
Justin "But I'm a Republican" Hart
Emma Goldman: Liz "Vegan Scum" Miller
Ministers of Funk: MaOalicious Mutton Chops
Erik "Champ" Shilling
Windex Junkies: Chaz "Kizheh" Fischer
Sarah "Scorio" Core

By now I'm sure everybody is
familiar with the centerpiece of the
world's most continuously disregarded College Website, the
College of Wooster
is the always
Artfully
changing and yet singular image
that we as College of Wooster students have come to see as the true
symbol of our College's technological superiority. Often boasting pictures of students engaging in
staged, though sometimes candid
it
has
become
activity,
Wooster.edu 's trademark. By the
end of the semester, scores of students are addicted to the randomly
changing image, hoping that
maybe, just maybe, their face may
actually grace it's hallowed frames.
It's often gotten to the point where
our security staff must call backup
just to pull students away from
obsessively clicking the refresh
button at the top of the page.
However, after much thinking I
have decided that the homepage of
our website and this famous little
picture in particular needs some
changing.. Though it seems to be a
flawless online enterprise, the pictures on our College's homepage
misleading.
becoming
are
Recently, a photo on the website
showed three women casually
reading The Voice. Furthermore,
age.

un-Americ- an.

If this isn't typical of the
rabid right wing news media I
don't know what is. Week
after week, the Voice can't
muster up the decency to print
the TRUTH. What I'm saying
is,- - we are in a war, and people
need a reminder every once in a
while or they might just forget
that BABIES are dying. But I
guess if you aren't a fan of
truth, you sure wouldn't like
babies, now would you?
Weekly
College
Oldest
Newspaper since 1883? More
like a corporate newsletter of
1883!
since
Halliburton
Something for your readers to
think about.
George R.
Mangrove IV '04

r-mep-

copy of your
youth miniswas ungodly
I was pretty
disappointed, because I like
at
your funny
looking
"Viewpoints" cartoon, but what
Ken said really made me think.
We're at war here, and with
rock and rollers exposing themselves at football games and
newspapers like yours hitching
a long ride aboard
the

organizations.
In short, nobody likes you. We

don't understand why you've
been
Oldest
America's
Continuously Published Student-ru- n
Weekly College Newspaper
in Wooster, Ohio, Since 1883.
In conclusion, there is only one
solution to these problems: you
should be crushed by the amount
of crap you print each week. There
is only one way that this paper has
come to such dire straits: you are
obviously run by women!
Sincerely,
Eliza S. Cramer and Pamela J.
Miller, Editors in Chief, The
Wooster Voice

Cramer and Miller can be
reached

at

.

for Truth

N

--

f V,V.

'
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Masterminds: DJChazzy Chaz Scorio
Quality
Journalism since 1883
College apologizes for McGaw 33 years later

A Passion
Yellow-is- h

By DJ Chazzy Chaz
Head Hunter Extraodinare
The College of Wooster has
now officially apologized for
McGaw Chapel, the campus's
church built in
1971. The College received several critical letters from students,
news organizations and a few of
its own faculty.
Robert Leslie Mizer, the secretary-dean,
called the church "a
spiritually deprived edifice symdecabolic of the
dent era it was conceived."
"When I first came to campus,
I thought it was a nuclear fallout
shelter," said Albert Redd '04. "I
asked my guide when the church
would be finished, and she sort of
just laughed. She told me it had
been finished for thirty years or
something like that."
by
statement
An official
President Stan Hales was written
in response to the negative press
the College has recently received
maga- from the Cleveland-base- d
multi-purpo- se

drug-frenzie-

d,,

Committee for Disinformation is now investigating issue
zine "Architectural Enthusiasts."
In his statement, President Hales
said, "The College is sincerely
sorry and embarrassed that we
allowed our campus to be degraded
by the presence of McGaw Chapel.
We were not aware of its offensive
presence until we received these
letters.
The College is working
towards a solution that will please
all interested parties, hopefully in
the near future."
However,
Bobby
expert
Hoffman told The Wooster Voice
that fixing the problem will not be
easy. His research has shown that
dismantling the Church would be
like trying to destroy a 300,000 ton
concrete block with a bowling ball.
"The school has done it again.
It's amazing they were able to
hide McGaw Chapel for this
long," said Hoffman.
The belated apology has apparently brought yet more negative
publicity to the situation.
the College is still
Currently,

being barraged with hostile letters
from upset students and various
magazines outlets who resent the
administration's blatant attempt to
church.
cover up the
Derrick Edgar Wright questions
whether the College is capable of
redeeming itself. "Who thought
that drab concrete walls, red carpet and an exterior probably modeled off an abandoned warehouse
would be a great idea? McGaw
Chapel is more likely to bring on
a brain aneurysm then summon
the presence of God."
McGaw Chapel had previously
been at the center of controversy
for different reasons. Several years
ago, reports of Freddy McGaw 's
spirit walking around the building
during the night had disturbed
many students, but never elicited
attention from the administration.
Former McGaw Chapel student
employee Joshua Nowackinator
said, "We saw ole Fred just stumbling around the church at night.
He was always crying and moaning, pointing at things around the
33-year--

old

US. News and World Report ranked McGaw in their top 10 list
College Churches (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
church. I always wondered why
he was so sore, but I guess it's
pretty obvious now."
At this time, the administration is
working towards a solution that will
please students, alumni and
decrease negative press. The office

of Ugly

of College Policies claims that a full
investigation will probably take six
months. Jim Lauwers, director-generof technology, said that the
committee will also look for an
appropriate time to apologize for
the Wired Scot
al

College Carnivore Co-oLooking for Xstraight-edgeCarnivores

New Group Forms:

p

X

By Score
Head Investigative Reporter
for Stories about Carnivores
A new group has recently
been formed on campus to
meet the needs of carnivorous
p
students. The carnivore
was formed by Lizz Meelar
'07, who said it is filling a
huge gap at Wooster
"I just feel that students who
like meat are underrepresent-ed,- "
said Meelar. "Wooster
caters, I mean CATERS to students who eat only vegetables,
but people who like meat are
given squat."
The idea came to Meelar last
winter, when she walked into
Lowry Dining Hall and found
in her words, "not a damn thing
to eat!" A practicing carnivore,
co-o-

O

"

Calling all fancy laddies! Do you like wearing your sisters dressies?
Have you ever imagined playing trombone in a silk corset? Therapy
cross dressers with trombone are available in Lowry every afternoon for
your pleasure! (Photo Courtesy of Thomas Spears).

Meelar does not allow fruits, vegetables or "green things" to enter
her system. Even peanuts are
"cheating a little," she said.
Meelar eats only meat, and
prefers endangered species such
as buffalo and cheetah. The platypus is a "rare delicacy," that she
has only had once in her life, she
said. Meelar, deeply upset by the
lack of red meat, began discussing
the problem with friends and
acquiantances.
She quickly discovered that
many students felt there was a need,
and Comrades for Carnivores: A
began holding
Carnivore
informal dinners in Bobbit Cottage
this spring. Currently, they meet
once a week to enjoy a collective
meal of red, raw meat
"I just love the
gushed
Sammi Winni '06, a carnivore
Co-O-

p,

co-op-

,"

convert who is very excited
about the future of the group.
"I mean, we are even looking into ways of making more
traditional drinks, like milk,
contain more meat We really
disliked the SoyMilk stuff that
was being offered by the
College, and are looking into
ways of adding MilkBlood
brand milk to Lowry."
Meelar is insistent that the
p
is only for Xstraight-edgecarnivores. "We do not
want people joining this group
just because they want an
Atkins-typ- e
diet," she said.
p
The
currently meets
on Sunday evenings at 7 p.m.
in Bobbit Cottage, where each
week a member of the group
hosts the meal. This week's
meal will be
co-o-

X

co-o-

Steak-on-a-Stic-

k.

Where

fact-checki-

comes to die.
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Editors: Kara "The Knife" Barney
First-yea- r

finally gets wasted

By Elizabeth Weiss
A&E Editor

I'm so f ing

ing 'You're not going to believe it,
wasted-- "'

This morning at breakfast.
Summers regaled Erika Parker
'07, Matt Jankowski '07 and
Winston Ng '07 with an account

friend's room, then he tried a
Long Island Iced Tea, which he
didn't like, so he switched to
vodka and Coke.
He didn't really know what he
was drinking the rest of the night,
but he thinks it had
Gatorade in it. I'm
pretty sure I got
that right because
he told us about it
at lunch and in
French class too."
Ng, who "isn't a
big drinker," was
unimpressed by his"
friend's wild night.
"I wished he'd
find something else
to talk about," said

After a semester and a half of
mocktails and Saturday-nigh- t
study
groups,
Todd
summers 0 finally got
wasted last night.
"I've been telling him
all year he just needed to
get drunk," said Summers'
roommate, Eric Fischer
'07. "But he was always
like no, I've got to study
and s . He's such a little
geek."
According to several
eyewitnesses. Summers
appeared at an off campus
party carrying a Nalgene
Ng.
bottle filled with a "clear-is- h
a
liquid."
ImZ-mbbn Vi
"He was stumbling Todd Summers '07 gets a little closer to a new friend at his seemed unfazed by
Ng's lack of enthu- around and making a total first big party (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
siasm.
jackass out of himself,"
"Oh,
Winston's
just a little
revels.
last
night's
of
said Erin Mackenzie 'OS, who
uptight,"
said.
he
basically
us
told
"Yeah,
"That's why
he
just
claims Summers later asked for
totally
going
him wastget
drank,"
"He
to
Parker.
I'm
said
what
he
her number. 'He kept calling his
weekend."
ed
this
a
doing
in
shots
out
started
sayand
phone
on
friends
his cell
--

-

m

--

Summers

i

--

Hales, Garg "trod the boards"
By Elizabeth Weiss
A&E Editor
As part of the College of
Wooster's ongoing "Independent
Minds" fundraising campaign.
College administrators are "renting out a church basement and
putting on a play," according to a
press release from the office of
Dean of Faculty Shila Garg.
"We were at the annual
Christmas party when we realized, we all act, we all dance, we
this is something we
all sing
can do," said Garg. Garg immediately started reading scripts, while
President R. Stanton Hales and
Iain Crawford, vice president for
Academic Affairs, looked for performance venues.
The idea got a major boost
when local community theater
veteran, Cliff Hewlett, offered his
thespi-anservices to the would-b- e
Hewlett, a member of the
Buckeye Sometimes Players, a
local theater group, has extensive
s.

experience as a writer, director,
and actor, his most notable
'accomplishments including his
widely acclaimed performance as
in
"The
Stoltzfus
Tevye
Alternative Fiddler on the Roof,"
an experimental Buckeye piece
which set the classic musical in
Northeast Ohio and reconceived
the Jewish dairy farmer as an
Amish furniture builder.
"Cliff took our ideas and made
them a reality," said Hales. "He
really has enormous talent."
Hewlett wrote the book and
musical called
songs for a one-a"Floss." It is the story of a pair of
lovers (played by
Hales and Garg) who meet during
a series of root canals and gum
scalings, but are ultimately torn
apart by their cruel fathers.
"It's a challenging piece," said
Hewlett. "For both the actors and
the audience. But these kids have
got it. Believe me, I know it, and
they've got it. I think you'll be
surprised to see just how talented
ct

star-cross-

ed

your college administrators are."
Hewlett was particularly enthusiastic about Garg's performance
as Lucinda. "You couldn't ask for
a better ingenue," he said.
The role is a demanding one,
and requires Garg to draw on her
experience as a dancer. Garg is
classically trained in ballet, tap,
and jazz, and is also experienced
in country line dancing, mime,
Hewlett worked all
and
of these styles into "Floss" to take
advantage of Garg's unique talent.
Other highlights of the show
include Hales' husky
featured in the poignant but
powerful musical soliloquy "I
Don't Give a (Dental) Dam" and
Paul Deustch's comedic turn as
"The Dentist."
"Floss" will be performed in theo
basement of the Community;"
Methodist Church April 16 and 7:
at 8:15 p.m. and April 18 at 2:30
p.m. Admission is $5. All proceeds go to the "Independent
Minds" campaign.
hip-ho-

p.

Elizabeth "Brass Knuckles" Weiss
Hollywood Retrospectives

Of Maids and Men

By Kara Barney
A&E Editor
-

Every once in a while, a film
comes along that has the power to
incite controversy worldwide, to
move some audience members to
tears, and to make others cry out
in anger. In fact, it's been two
years since a film of this magnitude has been released.
Most producers didn't dare to
touch such a weighty subject and
many studio insiders whis-

pered that film would be the
end of the director's career. "He
will never work in Hollywood
again," they said.
But Wayne Wang didn't care.
And so he embarked on a filmmaking journey unlike any ever
attempted before.
Wang was
determined to make a film about a
subject that was close to his heart.
Making a film about a wealthy
politician who falls in love with a
hotel maid was a risky move, but
for Wang it was worth the risk
When "Maid in Manhattan"
was released on Ash Wednesday
in 2002, crowds numbering in the

Non-Stereotypi-

cal

thousands waged protests outside of movie theaters in New
York City. The protestors

important

clashed with those who came out
of the theater with tears streaming
down their cheeks and praising
Wang's vision of events. The con

unlikely we will ever again
see such a controversial film
released in our lifetimes.

in
moments
Hollywood history, since it is

Match the faculty member with
his or her favorite member of
s
The
Club!
Baby-Sitter-

bass-bariton- e,

1

troversy surrounding the film was
the lead story on the evening news
on every major network.
The
most heated argument about the
film broke out between two guests
on "Crossfire with Tucker Carlson
and Paul Begala."
"Is the film inflammatory?
Absolutely,"
said
Marsha
Jackson, of the Institute for the
Representation
of Hotel Maids on Film
(INSRHMF' during the course
of the proeram. "I hope Wang
realizes the potential damage he
has caused."
Peterson,
George
of the
Foundation for the Depiction cf
Rich,
Senatorial
White
Candidates Played by British
Actors, vehemently disagreed
with Jackson. "The film is a realistic portrayal of events. Did
a maid fall in love with a
politician? Yes. It's a story
familiar to almost everyone.
There is no controversy here."
The - release of "Maid in
Manhattan" in 2002 was a
worldwide cultural and political phenomenon that shook
Hollywood to its very core, if is
undoubtedly one of the most
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I.Stacy

a.

Jeff Roche

2. Kristy

b.

Karen Taylor

3. Claudia

c. Pam Freese

4. Mary Ann

d. Kim Tritt

5. Dawn

e. Jan Lindner

6. Mallory

f, Peter Havholm

Jessi

g. Brian Dykstra

7.
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Insert witty headline here
Editors: Frank and Estelle Costanza
d
naked Intramural egg eating contest
Co-e-

to the table,
He was dressed in tight
washed jeans with a white

There was an oval table in the
middle of the crowd and two chairs
either end. On the left of each

By Leroy Bignutts
Staff Writer
Intramural sports have exploded
on the College of Wooster's campus. Students have been seen
doing roundhouse kicks in kick
boxing; others have been stroking
their sticks in hopes of achieving a
climatic victory in floor hockey.
The most peculiar and bizarre
event would have to be the
contest. Only tvo brave students participated ii the contest,
James Amendola '04 and Mark
Lucas '04.
The movie "Cool Hand Luke"
was the inspiration for the contest
The contest was held in Kenarden
in a lounge on the first floor, which
was crammed with one hundred
and thirty seven students.
"That place was packed. Some
guy was leaning against me and I
asked him if he could move 'cause
the pen in his pocket was poking
me. He told me that it wasn't a
pen, so I moved," said Cameron
Miller '04.

stone--

sweatshirt that covered all of his
skin and red velvet pants. As he
approached the table the two eating
Goliaths stared at each other.
Amendola was the favorite after
news of his feat, eating a dozen
fried eggs at Country Kitchen
spread amongst the crowd. Many
side bets of how many each would
eat were being placed. Saad Dada
'05, the official scorer, made his
way to the table and laid out the
simple rules; each must eat as
many eggs as one can in an hour
without throwing up. The bell was
rung and the contest began.
Amendola picked up his first egg
carefully, inspected it took a bite,
savored the taste, and then finished

at

t-s- hirt

egg-eati- ng

"

X

Him i

it off.

Lucas was munching on the eggs
like eating food from a pink taco
stand until he got to the fifteenth
egg, after which his eyes teared up
and his face turned blue. Everyone
thought that the contest was over,
but Lucas just leaned to his side and
passed some gas that made the
floor rumble and the paint peal off

Amendola eyes his next victim (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
chair were two buckets with seventy-five
eggs in each. The hard
were secretly stolen
eggs
boiled
Lowry.
roar of the crowd
The
from
hushed as Amendola made his way

and a leather jacket Minutes later
Lucas made his way to the table,
and as he walked towards the huddled mass they parted like the Red
Sea. He was wearing a hooded

At Wooster, 10 students tested
positive for the performance-enhancin- g
drug THG, while, in a
separate case, five others tested
positive for creatine, a drug that
is legal yet still harmful to one's
health. "I have always wanted to
have . a muscular, hot body to
complement the power of
mind," said L., who spoke on
condition . of anonymity. "If I
juice, I found out that I can
expand my mind and my muscles, while enhancing my attractiveness to female delegates."
Steroid use is most prevalent
and sophomore
among first-yestudents who say that if they do
not do something to keep pace
with their peers, then they fear not
being invited to attend the national conference, held in Chicago
and New York annually.
"The stakes are getting higher
and higher; I have to do something to keep up," said another
student who also wished to
remain anonymous.

"It's only a few who are using; I
Some delegates say that they
hate the stereotype."
know who is taking steroids and
Despite being illegal, steroids
who is not.
w i
"You know the guys that
in ii.
are doing it," said J. (not
real name). "You see them
at national conference in
your hotel room: 'Man, did
you see how small his nuts
were!' someone will say.
But what can you do? You
can't say anything; they can
you!"
Is
"Many feel powerless to
!
stop the trend of seeing
friends, teammates, and,
even worse, coaches beginning to use. The scandal
has dampened the collegial
atmosphere of their activity. It has also given the
entire national conference a
.
bad name.
"Now' I tell people that UN flexes their muscles (Photo by Caroline
I'm a Model U.N. dele- are "easy to come by" and cheaply
gate, and they immediately
bought and sold. Bottles of 50
become suspicious," said M., yet
pills, the most commonly bought
another anonymous student.

-

the wall. It appeared he just needed
to get something out of his system,
and after that Herculean effort he
continued eating.
As Amendola choked down his
twentieth egg his eyes rolled into
the back of his head and his head
went limp. With his head swaying
from side to side everyone
thought the eggs were going to
come back up. Someone from the
crowd came forward and, woke
him. His hand quivered as he
reached for another egg. As the
egg got closer to his" mouth he
shut his eyes and took a bite. It
appeared that he had lock jaw
from his inability to chew the egg.
Dada moved his mouth so he
could continue. Lucas stood up
and he looked like he was about to
give birth to twins. Two people
helped him walk so he could
down some more eggs. As he
stumbled pacing back and forth he
grabbed an egg and when he put it
in his mouth he spit it out and
slumped to the ground. The final
tally was Amendola 27, Lucas 24.

Model UN team jacked on potent juice
far-reachi-

words-per-minu-
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The College's Model United
Nations team was found to be
using steroids Wednesday. in a
scandal that is sure to have
affects across the globe.
Steroid use among Model U.N.
delegates has been increasing in
recent years, but until Wednesday
it was difficult to know if this was
a problem in Wooster. Model U.N.
watchers began noticing a trend of
delegates talking quicker, as measured by a
(WPM) index.
"We noticed that, whereas' the
average WPM is 120, some delegates' WPM would increase 30 in
the difference of one year," said
organizer. Matt Wang '04. "When
we noticed the discrepancy in
some delegates' statistics, we
decided to investigate."
Steroids also allow delegates to
remember larger words and speak
louder and clearer.

i

By E.W. Shrunken
Staff Writer

'

denomination, are sold for $1 a
pill. Other forms of steroids are
more effective, but also more cost
ly. Injectable fluids, for
example, are sold at as
little as $2 an ounce.
College administrators mourned the news
that some of their students were resorting to

"Trw

i

r

unhealthy behavior in
order to stay competitive in

out-arg- ue

--

--

1

extra-curricula-

rs.

"Even though I've
been guilty of it in the
past, this atmosphere of
succumbing to the pressure of rankings systems and ' collegiate
competition has got to
stop," said R.S.
Mandatory testing has
been implemented for
Hotra). next year's Model U.N.
team, and the students
who tested positive are to appear
before'
to face the consequences next week.

J
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